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12 September 2008
Dear Col. Sinha
Responsibility is a harmony that reveals many and hides numerous. Responsibilities are shells that protect the
formative and eventually wither to help the formed emancipate.
When accountability is of the enormity where one has the assignment of shaping the future course of life, it is
then that interventions towards self exploration become pertinent.
Human excellence can never be measured on scales of clerical statistics of distinction or scholastic contours of
score graphs. The galaxy of ability and application that leads beyond phony aromas has to be realized and
amalgamated with the thinking persona.
'How to acquire this?
The question has diverse shades and numerous ways to be approached. As an candid attempt, it is wanted
that the fragrance th41temanates from deliberated immersion into purpose is felt, realized and visible.
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The three days of unimpeded spread into the variegated engaging wakefulness of appreciating one's own
valued position provided peace of enigmatic nature.
Tossed into recognized but unexplored waves, provided the fine mettle of understanding our own importance
in the cosmos of tomorrow's generation.
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You made us believe that We can do a little, nevertheless we can. the limits of the possible fetters
conflictingly lie beyond the will to determine oneself into the act.
The realization of one's worth is the bestcatalyst to augur effectiveness.
Colonel Sinha, you have done plentiful to fetch that imperative minuscule which shall be the mentor to the
many transformations within us. Sure we shall be thinking professionals and better teachers thus!
Best wishes always.
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